Jessica (26 years)
Education

Highest Education Level: Abitur
Studies: BWL / VWL

Languages

German - Mother tongue
English - Business fluent (C1 / C2)
French - Fließend in Wort und Schrift (B1 / B2)
Spanish - Fließend in Wort und Schrift (B1 / B2)

Height: 1.62 m
Clothing measurements
Clothing size: 36
Experience
As the daughter of a host, I practically grew up with serving customers. I've helped
in my family's Restaurant, especially by serving at caterings and parties. Afterwards
I worked as a barkeeper at festivals and village fairs for almost 2 years.
It's been 2 years now that I am working via Instaff and I've had a lot of different jobs
since. Wether Promotion for Disney, distributing flyers for a cool new start-up or
working as a fair hostess on certain fairs, I was able to make a lot of great new
experiences.
Recent Jobs & Reviews
Promotion für Deichmann-Shoperöffnung
(1 day in Cottbus for Kreativ catering & events GmbH)
Börsentag 2018 in Dresden
(1 day in Dresden for StockKiosk GmbH)
Private Feier
(1 day in Leipzig for Privatfeier)
Phase Eight Leipzig
(1 day in Leipzig for Phase Eight)
Phase Eight Leipzig
(1 day in Leipzig for Phase Eight)
Intec
(4 Days in Leipzig for coreku Gmbh & Co. KG)
massivum - Weihnachtspromotion vor Galeria Kaufhof Leipzig
(1 day in Leipzig for massivum - eine Marke der Sunchairs Gmb...)
massivum Aktionstag - Barbetreuung und Geschenke verpacken
(1 day in Leipzig for massivum - eine Marke der Sunchairs Gmb...)
(ADO) 26. Deutscher Hautkrebskongress
(1 day in Dresden for Conventus Congressmanagement & Marketin...)
E/D/E Branchentreff total in Leipzig
(2 Days in Leipzig for GWS Gesellschaft für Warenwirtschafts-S...)
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